Points of Distinction:

- Olin Alumnus #1000 will cross the stage at this year’s commencement.
- 78 seniors will receive diplomas, and they are the 14th class to graduate from Olin. We will now have 1,066 Olin alumni.
- 100% of these graduating seniors have done at least one technical internship or research assignment in their time at Olin.
  - 97% did 2 or more.
- We have 19 seniors graduating as Grand Challenge Scholars.
- Three seniors received the BOW Sustainability Certificate.
- One of our seniors will be doing a 6-month Cortico Fellowship at MIT. Cortico is building the Local Voices Network, a unique physical-digital network designed to bring under-heard community voices, perspectives and stories to the center of a healthier public dialogue.
- Another senior received the DoD SMART Scholarship during her first year at Olin, and she will work for the Air Force as a civilian upon graduation.

Employment:
Again this year, the pursuits of the Class of 2019 illustrate Olin’s expanding footprint.

- Top employer for this class is Skydio, which was founded by an Olin Alumnus, with 4 hires.
- 57 graduates have jobs (5 of those are fellowships or internships).
- 9 of those are new employers for the college (noted with * below).

Skydio (4)          Facebook
Accenture (2)       Fathom*
Amazon (2) FormLabs
Audible (2)* GamePress*
Cognex (2) Giner
GE Health Care (2) Google
Microsoft (2) Hubspot
Stitch Fix (2) Impossible Aerospace*
               Mindtribe*
               MITRE
               Onshape
Alarm.com Optimus Ride
APT Pivotal Labs
Auris Health Starry
Blue Origin Symmons
Cambridge Mobile Telematics Tableau Software
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Toyota
Continuum Veo Robotics
Deloitte* Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

Internships: Apple, WBUR, Raytheon BBN, SharkNinja, 6Seconds*, SUSTech Camp in China*, Symplicity*

Graduate School:
8 members of the Class of ’19 will attend graduate school:

Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering, PhD
Colorado School of Mines Earth Resources Development Engineering, MS
Dartmouth College Engineering Management, MEM
MIT Nuclear Science and Engineering, PhD
Northeastern Signal Processing, MS
UC Berkeley Engineering, Concentration in Product Design, MS
UC Boulder Environmental Engineering, PhD
University of Virginia Landscape Architecture, MS

Congratulations to the Class of 2019 – we will miss you!